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As we approach the end of the year, we have enjoyed good quality presentations in September 

(joint with IRSE) and October where we had Des Smith present on the 100 years of the Trans 

Australia Railway. Coming up we have our Annual Dinner and AGM at the Hyde Park Tavern on 

Thursday 30th November. Our guest speaker will be Associate Professor Anjum Naweed who will 

present on “The Dark Side of Light Rail – Cautionary Tales for Intrepid Engineers”. This should be an 

excellent evening, and I encourage you to attend. 

 

Our SA Chapter Committee is looking for some new committee members – all women and men 

are encouraged to apply! We meet monthly to plan activities and move the RTSA forward in SA. 

I am advised that whilst CORE 2018 is 200 days away, the program is shaping up well and quite a 

few sponsors are on board. I hope you will consider attending the conference. 

 

The RTSA National Committee will be meeting in Brisbane in November, and will be introducing the 

new Constitution which Engineers Australia has developed for all Technical Societies. We will also 

be undertaking strategic planning for the future direction of the RTSA. This process will also involve 

extensive consultation with our members on ways we can improve the RTSA. 

 

Best wishes for the Christmas period and a successful 2018. 

 

      

 

RTSA AGM & 
Dinner 
November 2017 
 

ADDRESS: 

   187, King William Road,   
Hyde Park 5061 

 

DATE: 

30th November 2017 

 

TIME: 

7.00pm for 7.30pm start 

COST: 

Member - $60  

Partner -$60 

Non Member - $90 

 

RSVP: 

https://www.engineersaustralia.

org.au/Event/dark-side-light-rail-

cautionary-tales-intrepid-

engineers 

 

 

Maximum CPD Hours: 2 hour(s) 

www.rtsa.com.au 

 

 

 

WORDS FROM THE CHAIR – PHILLIP CAMPBELL 

https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Event/dark-side-light-rail-cautionary-tales-intrepid-engineers
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Event/dark-side-light-rail-cautionary-tales-intrepid-engineers
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Event/dark-side-light-rail-cautionary-tales-intrepid-engineers
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Event/dark-side-light-rail-cautionary-tales-intrepid-engineers
http://www.rtsa.com.au/
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Trans Australian Railway  

1917-2017 
Des Smith 

Former Chief Civil Engineer 

Australian National Railways 

A joint technical presentation by RTSA SA Chapter & PWI SA 

Section committee on the history of the Trans Australian 

Railway which in October this year celebrates its Centenary.  

Des Smith is a former Chief Civil Engineer of Australian 

National Railways who joined the Commonwealth Railways in 

1955. He was a railway engineer for more than 40 years and 

has known the TAR for 60 years of its 100 years of operation.  

He was for many years directly responsible for the track 

maintenance of the TAR during its most eventful period of its 

history.  

Des planned and managed the upgrading of the track. His talk 

focussed on the years and the work which brought the track 

from its initial construction standard to a modern railway with 

continuously welded rail on pre stressed concrete sleepers. 

 

 

Des was responsible for the track on the TAR for more than 20 

years. He first saw it in 1957 when it was 40 years old and the 

track was in poor condition. The track was practically all still "as 

built,” and he was responsible for planning and managing its 

repair and upgrading to what is still, for the most part, its 

present condition 

Building the TAR between Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie was the 

first great work of the Australian Federation, and the biggest 

ever railway project in Australia's history. It took more than 10 

years after Federation to get going. South Australia caused the 

project to stall for several years. That State wanted the frrst 

transcontinental railway to be the North-South one between 

Port Augusta and Darwin that it had ambitiously started in 

1878. A map of Australia dated 1906 of railway and shipping 

routes shows a proposed NorthSouth line but a big blank on 

the EastWest route. The TAR finally got started only after SA 

had negotiated the tenns of surrender of the NT to the infant 

Commonwealth, including the undertaking that the 

Commonwealth would complete the North-South railway. 

 

 Construction of the railway was approved by the "Kalgoorlie 

to Port Augusta Railway Act 1911,” at the end of that year. Two 

other significant events earlier that year were the 

Commonwealth taking over control of the NT from SA, and a 

visit to Australia by possibly the world's most powerful soldier, 

the Chief of the Imperial General Staff, Lord Kitchener - his 

report said of the TAR "Unless this line is built Australia will lie 

helpless before any aggressor”. Construction started from both 

ends, at Port Augusta in September 1912, and at Kaljoorlie in 

February 1913. Track laid from the two ends was joined near 

Ooldea on 17 October 1917, and the frrst through passenger 

train left Port Augusta on 22nd October 1917.  

The building of the TAR was a huge undertaking and a great 

engineering achievement, at a time when the Australian 

population was less than 5 million. The route was uninhabited 

except for a very few aboriginal tribes; it was arid and 

conditions were unpleasant, especially in the scorching heat of 

the long summers. Central Australia is generally regarded as 

the most remote area but the TAR route was even more so, 

most of it passing through trackless uninhabited emptiness. 
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Most of the construction period was during WW 1, when a big 

percentage of Australia's men were fighting overseas. When 

the line was finished in 1917, terrible news from the battlefields 

of western Europe was coming almost daily, and it was on the 

same day as the first train ran, 22 October 1917, that General 

Allen by in the Middle East gave the orders for the Light Horse 

to begin the operation that led to the famous charge and 

capture of the wells at Beersheba. 

From Pt Augusta westwards the railway runs through typical 

outback country, varying between red mulga country, gibber 

plains, salt lakes and claypans, and treeless saltbush tablelands 

for about 550 km, then 150 km winding through the sand 

dunes of the Great Victoria Desert, followed by 750 km on the 

limestone plain, and the final 250 km or so through eucalypt 

country - mallee scrub and spinifex changing to savannah of 

salmon gums and saltbush. The world-famous 478 km straight 

on the Nullarbor Plain extends almost to Ooldea on the east 

where the Plain ends abruptly and the line eastward plunges 

into a series of more than 1 70 curves in the next 150 km 

through the desert sand dunes, through Immama, Bates, 

Barton Mungala and Mt Christie. There are rises and falls as 

well as horizontal curves and some appreciable lengths at 

ruling grade (which by the way is 1 % over all except the 

Coonana bank at the western end which is at 1.25%). 

 

 

 

The track was laid with 40 kg rails on 225mm x 115mm timber 

sleepers, mostly jarrah. There were two slightly different 

standards. The first rails ordered were in 10 metre lengths, and 

came from rolling mills all over the world - Europe, USA, as 

well as from the small mill in Lithgow of Hoskins Bros which 

was later to become A.LS. at Port Kembla. They were laid in 

the track from both ends for a total of nearly 1,000 km. Sleeper 

spacing was for 13 per 10m rail length (1300 per km). The 

remainder of the track (the central portion of some 700 km) 

was laid with 12.2m length rails with sleepers at 17 per 12.2m 

rail length (about 1400 per km) Most of those 12.2m length 40 

kg rails came from the new BHP steelworks then just recently 

established at Newcastle; indeed the prospect of supplying 

rails for the TAR was an important influence in the BHP decision 

in mid-1912 to build the Newcastle steelworks and break away 

from its non-ferrous mining at Broken Hill. Production of those 

rails required nearly all of the output of the BHP Newcastle 

rolling mills in 1915 and 1916. 

The track was initially planned to be earth-packed, but during 

the construction period it was decided that it would be 

ballasted. Some gravel ballast was used, mainly at the two 

ends, from a pit of creek gravel at Mundallio near Port Augusta 

and another of laterite at Zanthus. Quarries to produce 

crushed rock operated at Woocalla, Tarcoola, Naretha, Reid, 
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and finally Watson. The ballasting of the TAR went on for more 

than 20 years after the railway was opened, and was not 

finished until 1939. Even then the two ends still had gravel 

ballast. 

TAR in 1957 track maintenance was being done by 52 

nominally 6-man gangs each on 30 to 35 km of track. There 

were 38 gangs of married men and 14 single. There were 

houses for married men, in camps of half a dozen houses, 

generally without power except at the larger settlements of 

Tarcoola, Cook, and Rawlinna and a couple of other places 

where there were two gangs. Single men's camps typically 

comprised 3-roomed huts where two men each had a 

separate room and shared a kitchen where each cooked his 

own meals. Travel was on the track on motor section cars, 

mostly Fairbanks Morse. Most of the work was done by hand. 

 

. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Roadmaster travelled alone on a quadricycle, and each 

Senior Roadmaster had a "chair car" - a Fairbanks Morse 

section modified by fitting simple chairs. 

 

 

In 1957 the TAR track was 40 years old, and mostly 

unimproved from its original condition. There were just a few 
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very short sections that had been relaid with 47 kg rails, but all 

the rest was not nearly as good as when it was new. It had 

suffered from the effects of heavy traffic during WW2 and 

post-war manpower and material shortages. In many areas the 

ballast was fouled with dust and drift sand and drainage was 

poor. 

 

The most immediate concern was the condition of the 

sleepers, particularly in the two end sections of 500 to 600 km 

each. There the sleeper life had been a bit less than 20 years, 

and in much of the middle section of about 600 km they had 

lasted a little longer. There had been massive sleeper renewals 

during the 1930's and comparatively few since; thus by the 

1950’s most of the second generation of sleepers were due for 

replacement. There had not been much resleepering done 

since the end of WW2; manpower had been short and sleepers 

in short supply. 

Coincidentally on the extension of the TAR from Pt Augusta to 

Pt Pirie, built during 1936/37, all of the original sleepers were 

still in the track in 1957 and all near the end of their life. 

All of the gangs on the two ends were busy renewing sleepers, 

but that could not go on. They were not really holding their 

own, and the rest of their lengths were being neglected - just 

when they were weak because of poor sleeper condition. In 

1958 we set up 20-man special resleepering gangs in mobile 

camps. The camps were very basic, consisting of old huts on 

old flat wagons as had then recently been used on 

construction of the Stirling North - Marree railway. 

 

 

 

 

Walking inspection was carried out by Des smith and his two 

Senior Roadmasters for 1100km of track. The special gangs 

started on the places having the longest stretches of bad 

sleepers, while the ordinary gangs tried to keep the rest of 

the track safe for traffic. By 1960, after 2½ years, they had put 

in half a million new sleepers. That sounds like some 

improvement, but a further 300,000 sleepers had "died" in 

the same time - they had to put in at least 120,000 a year just 

to break even. 

The long-range plan was to upgrade the TAR to bring it up 

to the same standard as the then new Stirling North - Marree 

railway, and the resleepering gangs were respacing sleepers 

to 1640 per km and installing sleeper plates. Sqme track was 

being completely renewed by laying 4 7kg welded rail at the 

same time. This was mainly on the eastern end, including Port 

Pirie to Port Augusta and sections of track at Pimba and 

Kultanaby. 

 

Re-ballasting had started back in 1958 with the re-opening of 

the quarry at Woocalla on the eastern end and the  
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Opening of a new quarry at Karonie on the western end. 

Quite a lot of the old ballast was spread with a home-made 

undertrack plough in conjunction with ballasting. Our first 

mechanised gangs were those lifting and tamping the re-

ballasted track. 

 

 

After a few years the emphasis changed from face 

resleepering to spot replacement and respacing of sleepers, 

and a separate programme of rail laying with new welded 

rails. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

of a new quarry at Karonie on the western end. Quite a lot of 
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Some urgency crept in as the proposals to build new 

standard gauge lines on each side of us developed. There 

had been much talk of standardising rail gauges over the 

years, and at last a real start was being made. The Albury to 

Melbourne standardisation was under way and due to finish 

in 1962. Both the Kalgoorlie to Perth track on our western 

end and the Port Pirie to Broken Hill on our east were to 

follow very soon after, and be finished by about the end of 

1968 or early 1969. The TAR was in danger of becoming the 

weak link in the Sydney to Perth coast to coast chain, a run-

down old track between two nice brand new up-to-date 

ones. That was the origin of what became known as the IO-

year programme (1963 - 1973) of track upgrading. In fact it 

had started in 1958 and went well beyond 1973. 

It had started, rather slowly, in the 1950's with the early 

tamping machines and small tools like portable sleeper 

boring machines with petrol engines and flexible drive shafts. 

Mechanisation had been progressing in North America and 

Europe largely because of high labour costs. Here the 

situation was different - they needed machines to replace the 

men that we couldn't get. So they mechanised the work as 

quickly as the budget would allow - still too slow for his liking 

but as new and better machines were being developed every 

year there was some compensation for having to wait.  
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The upgrading of the TAR was a bit disjointed for a while as 

they had to move gangs around to keep up with the 

deteriorating sections of the old track, but it all began to 

come together after several years, gradually at first, and then 

we finally began to get more new track than old, and longer 

and longer stretches of fully finished track extending from the 

two ends. The finished product was very good. 

 

 

They realigned the TAR in a few places to eliminate the 

sharpest curves; there had been curves down to 400 metres 

radius in those few places and they managed to make all 

curves on the main line outside station limits 600 metres or 

more in radius, allowing freight trains to run at least 80km/h 

throughout. At the ascent onto the Pimba plateau in both 

directions, at Wirrappa and towards Burando, the sharp 

curves had been 

 

 

The upgraded TAR track with its closer sleeper spacing, 

baseplates and continuously welded rails was a big 

improvement but they still wanted to do better, for two 

reasons. One was that the timber sleeper life was getting 

shorter - the average sleeper life had fallen to about 18 years 

which meant frequent disturbance of the track, and cost, to 

replace sleepers, and the other was that they really needed a 

stronger track - it was only marginally stable in hot weather, 

particularly as the timber sleepers aged. 

So the next stage of improvement was the change to 

prestressed concrete sleepers. It was to take about 15 years 

and started in 1973, before the other upgrading was finished 

-one programme morphed into the next. 

Commonwealth Railways had first looked at concrete sleepers 

in 1956 when a small test strip of imported sleepers from 

Britain, Germany, France and Sweden was put in the main line 

at Wirrappa. Some were prestressed; others reinforced 

concrete, 2-block and tie-bar type. A few years later, in 1959, 

they put in a batch of 1,000 prestressed concrete sleepers, 

made by Humes Ltd, at Tent Hill. Then we made some 

reinforced two-block sleepers, both standard gauge and 

narrow gauge. 1,200 of the former were put in the main line 

near Stirling North in 1961. 
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They realigned the TAR in a few places to eliminate the 

sharpest curves; there had been curves down to 400 

metres radius in those few places and they managed to 

make all curves on the main line outside station limits 

600 metres or more in radius, allowing freight trains to 

run at least 80km/h throughout. At the ascent onto the 

Pimba plateau in both directions, at Wirrappa and 

Concrete sleepers are now automatically accepted as the 

norm in all main lines in Australia. But it wasn't always so. 

Back in about 1970 when they began to introduce them on 

Commonwealth Railways they were very much alone in taking 

severe pressure from the timber and steel industries. The 

West Australian timber mills did not want to lose their sleeper 

market, and the West Australian Government lobbied the 

Commonwealth Government on their behalf against us. 

Eastern States timber interests, including the creosote 

treatment companies and even the CSIRO, did not want any 

other railway to follow their example. The "Big Australian", 

BHP, then the principal steel-maker in Australia, wanted to 

make sure that if there was to be a change away from timber 

sleepers it would be to steel and not concrete. 

The approval for the 125,000 concrete sleepers in the new 

Port Augusta-Whyalla railway came fairly easily, but when 

they wanted to go on from that and start using them in 

millions throughout the TAR and for the Tarcoola-Alice 

Springs railway which was then being surveyed, the 

opposition grew in volume and vehemence. In 1972 the 

Commonwealth's Bureau of Transport Economics made a 

very detailed evaluation and cost-benefit analysis of concrete 

against timber sleepers for resleepering the f AR and building 

the Tarcoola-Alice line. He had to supply the BTE with 

estimated cost of purchase, installation, and future 

maintenance extending to 50 years ahead for both sleeper 

types, and had to be careful not to favour concrete; in fact he 

leant the other way. In spite of that, the BTE results came out 

in favour of concrete sleepers for both railways. 

The BTE results showed that the very much stronger and 

more stable concrete sleepered track would also be cheaper 

than even preservative-treated timber. The timber lobby 

quickly gave us up when they began to use concrete on the 

TAR and Tarcoola-Alice Springs, but not so the steel sleeper 

interests. BHP and the steel sleeper makers kept on battling 

the decision for the next ten years or more. Steel sleepers 

could have been considered, but the main problem was that 

they had become more expensive as steel increased in value. 
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For both practical and financial reasons they reckoned that it 

would be a 12 to 15 year project to change from timber to 

concrete sleepers. Work started on the TAR as soon as they 

got the approval and the first sleepers had been made. They 

used the same small machines that had been renewing 

timber sleepers. Instead of renewing 20% or so of the timber 

sleepers they replaced all of them with concrete. Two sets of 

machines each replaced half of the sleepers, and adjusted the 

spacing from 1650 timber per km to 1500 concrete. A spike 

pulling machine first pulled the spikes from every second 

sleeper, then a power track jack lifted the track by about 100 

mm, and a sleeper remover/inserter pulled out those 

sleepers. Then scarifiers prepared the beds for the new 

sleepers and cut a trench through the shoulder ballast for 

each to be inserted by another sleeper remover/inserter. The 

Pandrol clips were driven manually. A second group of 

machines followed making a second pass to replace the 

other timber sleepers. About 2 million concrete sleepers were 

put in by this method before a big Plasser SMD80 was 

introduced. 
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Signalling System Safety is 
NOT an Absolute 

 
Trevor Moore 

Signalling Standard Engineer 

Australian Rail Track Corporation 

A joint technical presentation by IRSE, RTSA & PWI SA Section 

committee on the signalling system safety.  

Trevor Moore commenced as a Trainee Electrical Engineer 

with the Signals and Telegraph Branch of the NSW 

Government Railways in 1972. Upon graduation he was 

appointed as a signal engineer in the then Public Transport 

Commission of NSW in 1976. This became the State Rail 

Authority (SRA) and he worked in the Technical Sections, 

Signal Design Office, Signal Development Section and Signal 

Renewal & Modernisation Program. This work included the 

implementation of the first computer based interlocking on 

the SRA and installation of telemetry systems for remote 

control and the design of signalling across a number of 

locations. In 1996 Trevor left SRA and was Director of 

Endeavour Management & Engineering Pty Ltd. He worked 

on projects including Electrical SCADA, Train Reservation 

System (Y2K), Fibre Optic Cable Network for 300 stations on 

SRA, CCTV for Sydney Metro and Train Operations 

Management System for outer Sydney signal boxes including 

the Granville to Mt Victoria line. In 2004 he joined Australian 

Rail Track Corporation (ARTC) as the Signalling Standards 

Engineer. Trevor has led a team that has drafted 50 signalling 

standards that apply to the whole ARTC network and is 

continuing to update state based legacy standards. Trevor is 

the Chairman of the Rail Industry Safety & Standards Board – 

Train Control Systems Standing Committee. This deals with 

the drafting and review of Australian Standards for Railway 

Signalling and Control Systems. 

 

Signalling Safety

Is not an Absolute

IRSE - September 2017

Trevor Moore
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

A good signalling design is based on:

• Signalling principles and standards

• Approved signals equipment

• Design that is checked and verified

• Consistent with the operating rules

• Meets the operational requirements

What happens when this baseline changes?

Signalling System Safety

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

If there are changes in:

• Signalling principles and standards      - review existing designs to new standard

• Approved signals equipment                - review safety limits of old equipment

• Design that is checked and verified      - have it re-verified

• Consistent with the operating rules      - update design for changed Rules

• Meets the operational requirements     - ? ? ? ? 

Signalling System Safety

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Systems Life Cycle approach

• Requirements definition

• Design

• Construct

• Test & Commission

• Operational Service & Maintenance

• Decommission & dispose

Signalling System Safety

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Systems Life Cycle approach

• Requirements definition

• Design

• Construct

• Test & Commission

• Operational Service & Maintenance

• Decommission & dispose

Signalling System Safety

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Requirements Definition is like building the foundations for a house.

How good the house is depends on the quality and applicability of the foundations.

Similarly, how well the signalling works depends on the quality of the requirements 

information, which details what has to be achieved.

This is looking at Day 1 of the new system and years into the future.

Requirements Definition

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Requirements Definition for signalling covers:

• Level of train operations (on Day 1 and 2 years and 5 years etc. in the future)

• Train Types (and their braking tables, acceleration etc)

• Track design – line speed, turnout speed, restrictions on location of equipment

• Level crossings (road traffic type, train stopping, train shunting, pedestrians)

• Train or wagon stabling, crew changes, re-fueling, train maintenance

• Special or exceptional train operations (network maintenance or closures)

• Construction staging

• Gradients, curves, OHW, bridges, other interfaces

Requirements Definition

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Why do we need all this information?

The signalling system has great flexibility and can handle many changes in train 

operations.

Yes.

But do we know the safety level for each of these changes?

Under Rail Safety Act and WHS Act we need to know the safety of the system.

Requirements Definition

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

We document and detail the railway infrastructure and changes to it.

How do we document changes to railway operations, trains etc?

Do we ever compare the train operations against the design capacity?

Managing Requirements Changes

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Operational Service Changes in the past 50 years

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Operational Service Changes in the past 50 years

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Operational Service Changes in the past 50 years

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

• Steam locomotives                     →  Diesel locomotives and electric trains

• 4 wheel goods wagons               → container trains

• 650 metre trains                         → trains at 1500 metres up to over 3000 metres

• Semaphore signals to                →  colour light LED signals

• Freight train speed from 80 kph → 115 kph

• Millions of tonnes of freight            → hundreds of millions of tons of freight

• Trains doing 100s of kilometres → 1000s of kilometres

• And many more changes

Operational Service Changes

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

There are many changes in operational service on our railways.

Some examples are associated with:

• Level Crossings

• Train Types

• Track configuration

• Corridor configuration

• Terminals and Sidings

Operational Service Changes

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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OPERATIONAL SERVICE

CHANGES – LEVEL CROSSINGS

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Active level crossing considers the following requirements:

• Train speed and variability of speed

• Number of trains and train types and infrequency of trains

• Train stopping patterns

• Road interface – vehicle type, speed, safe stopping distance, number of 

vehicles

• Adjacent road interfaces – stacking, queuing, traffic lights

• Maintenance and inspection regime (or monitoring)

• Location of adjacent signals

Level Crossing Protection

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Changes in train speed can be caused by:

• Increase in line speed

• Removal of a permanent speed restriction (culvert, bridgework, track work, etc)

• Change to operations so that trains do not stop

• Changes to turnouts and their speed (normal and reverse)

These changes may impact on the warning time for the level crossing

Level Crossing Protection

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Changes in operation of signal equipment caused by:

• Additional signals equipment installed leads to shorter battery back up

• Longer trains causes longer operation of LX and shorter battery back up

• More trains causes more frequent operation and shorter battery back up

• Infrequent trains leads to unreliable track circuits

These changes affect battery back up time for loss of primary power supply 

and reliable operation of level crossing 

Level Crossing Protection

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Changes in the Road Interface caused by:

• Road traffic type changes to include B-double or other long trucks

• These may also impact on queuing and stacking of road vehicles

• Increase in road speed and changes to safe stopping distance

• Change to adjacent road interfaces limiting stacking distance for departing 

vehicles

• Changes to traffic light interfaces

These impact on required warning time

Level Crossing Protection

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Changes to Level Crossing Inspection and  Maintenance leading to:

• Longer times between regular inspections and checks of power supply

• Needs to match battery back up time

• Provision of remote monitoring

• Not all remote monitoring includes a battery test

These impact on required battery back up and assurance of LX operation

Level Crossing Protection

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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TRAIN TYPES
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Signalling design considers the following information regarding trains:

• Train types and length and maximum speed

• Train braking associated with train types

• Train acceleration

• Number of trains per day

• Variability of trains during week, seasons and over the year

• Peak number of trains in an hour

• Locomotives and Rollingstock must be compatible with the signalling system

Train Types and Numbers

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Different train types have different impacts on the signalling design: 

• Train types vary according to their length, maximum speed, axle load

• Train length directly impacts on the train braking distance for a train with air 

brakes (there is minimal impact for trains with ECP brakes)

• Higher speed trains will also have longer braking distances then other trains of 

similar consist

• Braking distance affects the spacing of signals

• Longer trains affects the headway and requirement for passing loops or refuges

The whole corridor is affected by the worst braked train, the highest speed 

train and the longest train.

Train Types and Numbers

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Different numbers of train affect the signalling design as follows: 

• The peak number of trains per hour affects the best headway that can be 

achieved

• Headway is also affected by the longest train and its speed

• In a mixed use rail corridor the variability of train numbers at different times of 

the day or the week and the weighting of different train types affects the 

determination of the signalling headway

• Different train types will also have different section running times

Variations in the above items will affect the operational performance of the 

signalling system

Train Types and Numbers

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

The locomotives and rollingstock have a number of interfaces to the signalling 

system.

• Locomotives not to cause interference to track circuits or signals equipment

• Rollingstock to operate train detection equipment reliably

• Track circuits, axle counters and gauge discriminators

• Short 1 or 2 car DMU or EMU sets to shunt reliably

• Wagon overhangs to not be foul of adjacent tracks

Locomotives and rollingstock certified to operate the signalling reliably

Locomotives and Rollingstock

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Trains starting or finishing at a Terminal or siding have the following impacts: 

• Stabled trains or wagons protected against the running lines

• Trains can be assembled within the terminal or must extend outside the terminal

• Loading or unloading of train in the siding or extends onto the running lines

• Departure speed from network to siding impacts on headway and following train

• Shunting operations of sidings near level crossings

Terminals and Siding Interfaces

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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PROPOSED

ACTIONS

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Actions should address all key areas where changes in train operations can 

impact on the safety of the signalling system:

• Level Crossing interfaces

• Train types

• Operations requirements

• Terminals and sidings

Proposed Actions

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Operations Requirements 

• Implement a process for adequately determining the Operations Requirements

• Cover an extensive range of issues that can affect the signalling safety 

performance

• Document the Operations Requirements and have this under Configuration 

Management for the Life of the signalling system

• Ensure that the operations requirements are not just a description of the design 

solution

• Manage changes to requirements during project development

• Do periodic reviews against actual (e.g. every 5 years)

Proposed Actions

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Level Crossings 

• Have a baseline for the road – rail interface covering details of the road 

operations and the rail operations

• Document this as part of the Road – Rail Interface Agreement covering each

level crossing and not generic agreements

• Ensure the Road manager understands their part in the safety of the level 

crossing

• Adopt a practice that any change to the signalling within the strike in zones fro 

the active level crossing shall require a verification that all aspects of the LX 

design are correct and up to the current standards

Proposed Actions

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Terminal and Siding Interfaces

• Ensure that trains or wagons on sidings are protected from running lines by 

catchpoints or derailers

• Check that entry and departure of trains is consistent with the signal system and 

operating rules

• Check shunting movements are adequately covered by the signalling

Proposed Actions

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

Overall Corridor and Network Performance

• For any of the above actions institute formal Configuration Control Boards to 

ensure that all impacts of changes are managed for a safe outcome.

• Have a baseline for the operational capacity of the corridors on the rail network

• Annual or bi-annual review of actual train running versus the design capacity of 

the rail corridor

Proposed Actions

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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SIGNALLING SAFETY IS NOT AN ABSOLUTE

When we design a signalling system we match it to the operations requirements.

Changes in operations may adversely impact the safety of the signalling system.

Undertake regular reviews of the train operations against a baseline for the 

signalling to ensure that the safety performance meets requirements.  

Have trigger events that require a review of the signalling system and safety 

performance.

CONCLUSION

Signalling Safety is not an Absolute
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Axle Counter Communications 
– Spencer Junction to Tarcoola 

 
Raneesh Gulawita 

Graduate Signal Design Engineer 

Australian Rail Track Corporation 

A joint technical presentation by IRSE, RTSA & PWI SA Section 

committee on the axle counter communications between 

Spencer Junction to Tarcoola.  

Raneesh graduated with an Engineering degree from the 

University of Moratuwa at Sri Lanka in 2004. He is a Member 

of Engineers Australia and an Associate Member of the 

Institution of Railway Signal Engineers. He began his career in 

Sri Lanka as a risk management engineer in the insurance field 

and then moved to a project management role in the building 

construction industry. He moved to Australia in 2008 and 

started work with ARTC Services Company in 2009, in the role 

of Project Support Officer in the signal design team. He was 

involved in various level crossing upgrade projects, loop 

extension projects and the introduction of CTC between 

Spencer Junction and Tarcoola. In 2016 he was appointed as a 

Graduate Signal Design Engineer at Australian Rail Track 

Corporation (ARTC). Over the last 7 years he has been involved 

in various activities of the railway signal design, testing and 

commissioning processes. 

 

Axle Counter Communications -

Spencer Junction to Tarcoola Centralised

Train Control (CTC) Project

September 2017

Raneesh Gulawita
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Content

• Spencer Junction to Tarcoola CTC

• Background

• Scope

• Details – Why Axle Counters

• How Axle Counters Works

• Communication Links

• Our Experience in Axle Counter Communications
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Spencer Junction to Tarcoola CTC Project

• Previous safe working system was Manual Train Order Working (TOW)

• Up to 100 train orders per shift = A train order in every 5 minutes 

– All manually written out by one Network Controller !

• Limitations of  TOW system

– Process driven, Prone to human error, Inefficient

• CTC with intermediate signals at selected locations was chosen 

Background
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Spencer Junction to Tarcoola MAP
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Spencer Junction to Tarcoola CTC Project

• Interlocking System – Microlok II

• Track Vacancy Detection System – Frauscher Advanced Axle Counter System 

(FAdC)

• The shortest counting section is typically 300 m 

• The longest counting section is ~ 26 km 

• Communication Systems – Existing System with Telstra Next G Network

• Power Supply Arrangement – Using Solar Panels & Wind Turbines and Some 

Sites 240 V/110 V

• Remote Diagnostics 

Main Signalling Design Parameters 
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Advantages of Axle Counters

Flexible 
Architecture

Easy to install 
&

Commission

Remote Diagnostics
&

Low Maintenance

Cost Effective
Safe Working

System
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• 100 km Optical Fibre and Cable Trenching

• 79 Equipment Huts & Location Cases

• 172 Axle Counting Heads

• 131 Axle Counting Sections

• 61 Microlok Racks

• 130 LED Signals

• 6 Point Machines (25 Point Machines Reused)

• 16 HLMs, Derails & Associated rod lines 

Project Scope – New Equipment

Spencer Junction to Tarcoola CTC Project
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FAdC Typical Rack 

Kultanaby 7P FAdC

• PSC - Power Supply Unit

• COM-AdC – Communication 
Board

• Red LAN Cable – Vital link to 
adjacent FAdC’s

• Blue LAN Cable – Diagnostics link

• AEB – Advanced Evaluation 
Board – 1 per wheel sensor

• IO-EXB – Extension Board –
Evaluates up to Two Track 
Sections Provides I/O to Microlok
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FAdC Typical Rack – Backplanes

• BP-PWR Backplane

• BP-EXB Backplanes

• CAN Bus – Green Cable

• 4-Wire Connection between

AEB and Wheel Sensor via 

Over Voltage Protection Unit
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Frauscher Wheel Sensor

• Wheel Sensor RSR180 used

• Mounted 41mm below Rail Head  
and 8mm inside edge of Rail

• Linked to FAdC via adjacent Cable 
Termination Box and BSI 
Overvoltage Protection Unit
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Frauscher Diagnostic System - FDS
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Remote Sites: Power Arrangement
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FAdC Typical Loop – Decentralised Architecture
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Axle Counter Reset

• Hi-Rail or Track Vehicle hops on (negative count) 

or off (positive count) an axle counter track mid-

section

• Axle Counter mis-count or axle counter error or 

communications error

• Network Controller Reset – requires reset form to 

be filled out and counter signed by Train Transit 

Manager

• Once form complete, network controller selects 

Track to be reset and then Reset Button.

Reset Required when :-
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Communications: Port Augusta to Kalgoorlie
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FAdC Block Section Configuration
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Communication System in a Block Section
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Communication to Remote Sites 

• Public Open Transmission Network - Telstra Next Generation (Next G) routers

• IPsec (Internet Protocol Secure) VPN (Virtual Private Network) tunnel with 

encryption over Next G 

• Significant savings on capital expenditure 

• Communication infrastructure exists

• Costs limited to interface equipment (modem etc.) 

• Ongoing access costs
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Remote Sites: Communication Link
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Intermediate Block Section: Communication Link
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• Packet loss at intermittent times dropping the Ethernet network between 

milliseconds to multiple minutes. 

• Workshop Testing – majority of link dropouts were less than 16 seconds

• Adjusted axle counter configuration to suit modem delays, delay periods and time-

outs. 

• Implemented Time delays of 30 seconds for Track & Block data in Microlok Logic 

with delayed clearing of associated Signals 

Performance of Next G Link
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• High Possibility of SPADs (Signal Pass At Danger) at, 

 Departure Signals (14, 14E or 23, 23E)

 Advanced Starter Signals (4 or 33)

 Intermediate Signals 

• Inefficient Train Operation

• Possibility of damage to wheels/rail  

Drawbacks of Next G Link
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Next G Replacement - 5.8GHz Radio Network

Benefits

• High capacity

• Low costs and easy upgradability

• Easy scalability

• Easy installation and maintenance

• Freely available Industrial, Scientific and Medical (ISM) frequency band

Drawbacks

• Susceptible to interference 

• Line of Sight visibility 
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Radio Network – Trial at Ferguson to Renton

Details 

• Ruckus 5.8GHz Point to Point Zoneflex 7731 Outdoor Radio Bridge

• Throughput : 55Mbps 

• Encryption : 128 bit AES

• Power : PoE (Power over Ethernet)

• Distance between Sites – 20.7km 

• Antenna Heights 

• Ferguson Comms Tower – at 40m height

• Renton Hut – 6.5m pole
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Expectations of Radio Network

Increase 
Effectiveness

of CTC

Reduce Reset
Operations

Provide Reliable 
Communication

Link

Minimize
The Technical

SPADs
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CTC Radio Communication Link Project

• Dedicated communication infrastructure 

• Alterations to the axle counter configurations related to the Next G dependent 

locations.

• Project Cost $320,000

• Project Commenced – October 2014

• Project Finished – March 2015

Background
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Radio Network Configuration
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Radio Outdoor Equipment

A B C
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Radio Indoor Equipment

Tarcoola 506G Location

• PoE Injector – Power over 

Ethernet

• Transtector Lightning Arrestor
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Improvements in Train Operation
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Axle Counter Communication Analysis

Axle Counter Fault Comparison
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Total Outcome of the Radio Link Project

Axle Counter Communication errors 

have been reduced, BUT not 

completely Eliminated!!!
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Microwave Transmission Systems

• Well-established and proven 

• Used on a number of Railways for vital signalling communications

• Successfully integrated with axle counting systems

• Comparatively higher power consumption 

• Requires a Line of Sight visibility

Alternative Communication Systems

Carrier Grade Ethernet /E1 Radio Systems

• Mostly for “Last Mile” communications for Telstra/Optus/Vodafone etc.

• Low cost and low power consumption for solar powered sites

• Multi channel diversity.
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DATE AND TIME ACTIVITY LOCATION 

Thursday 16th FEBRUARY 2017 

3:30 PM 
O’Bahn City Access 

Project Site Visit  

 

McConnell Dowell Site Office Tram Barn, Hackney 

Road 

 

Tuesday 4th APRIL 2017 

5.30 PM 

ARTC – Automatic 
Train Management 

System (ATMS) 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

Thursday 4th MAY 2017 

5.45PM 

Real time optimization 
of arrival times within 

timing windows 

Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William 

Street, Adelaide 5000 

Thursday 1st JUNE 2017 
(TBA) 

 

Possible site tour of 
flashbutt welding and 

One steel 

Port Augusta and Whyalla – Rescheduled to 2018 

Thursday 6th JULY 2017 
5.30PM 

State of the art in light 
rail transportation 

technology 

Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William 

Street, Adelaide 5000 

Thursday 3rd AUGUST 2017 
5.45PM PWI Awards Dinner 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

Thursday 7th SEPTEMBER 2017 
5:45PM 

Combined 
IRSE/RTSA/PWI 

Meeting 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

Thursday 5th OCTOBER 2017 
5:45PM 

100th year Anniversary 
of Trans Australia 

Railway 

Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

21-23 November 2017 AUSRAIL PLUS Brisbane 

Thursday 30th NOVEMBER 2017 

7:00PM for 7.30PM Start 
RTSA SA Division 

AGM  
Hyde Park Tavern, Unley 

Thursday 7th DECEMBER 2017 
6:00PM 

PWI SA Division AGM 
Hilton Hotel, 264 South Road, Hilton SA  

(Corner of Sir Donald Bradman Drive) 

2017 RTSA Meetings will be nominally on the FIRST THURSDAY of each month from February to December. Any 

changes will be advised in the Newsletter, or if a last minute affair then by special notice. Presentations in black are 

confirmed those in red are provisional at this time of publication. Any reader with suggestions for a presentation that 

is topical and relates to the overall objectives of RTSA should contact Barry Aw (see last page for contact details). 

 

 

 

2017 RTSA MEETINGS AND EVENTS 
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The SA Chapter Committee for 2017 comprises: 

 
OFFICE HOLDERS  POSITION  EMAIL 

Phillip Campbell Chair PCampbell@artc.com.au 

Gary Sharpe  Secretary gary.sharpe50@gmail.com 

Barry Aw Treasurer barry.aw@sa.gov.au 

Kuldeep Zala Committee member kuldeep.zala@sa.gov.au 

  David Ogucha Committee member DOgucha@artc.com.au 

Mark Jordan Committee member Mark.jordan@kbr.com 

Vacant Committee member TBA 

 

For matters directly related to the running of RTSA please contact the appropriate office holder as listed 

above.  For general matters or membership enquiries you should contact: 

 
RTSA SA Chapter, Engineers Australia, Level 11, 108, King William Street, Adelaide, SA, 5000 

 

The  easiest  way  to  submit  contributions  for  the  Newsletter  is  by  e-mail  to  the  Editor 

sa@rtsa.com.au or alternatively to barry.aw@sa.gov.au. 

 
Engineers Australia members are reminded that attendance at RTSA technical meetings and events contributes 
towards CPD requirements. Each RTSA technical meeting generally has a value of 1 CPD point. 

 

 
 
 
 
ED FRIENDS ARE MOST WELCOME TO 

 

RTSA CONTACT AND SOCIETY DETAILS 
 

This Newsletter is published by the SA Chapter of RTSA. Opinions do not necessarily reflect 
those of the Institution, Society, Chapter or Editor. 

Items from this Newsletter may be reproduced provided they are appropriately acknowledged to 

the RTSA SA Chapter Newsletter. 

mailto:sa@rtsa.com.au
mailto:barry.aw@sa.gov.au

